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The credible prospect of collective suicide 
was dissipated because the United States and 
the alliance it led for nearly half a century 
triumphed in the Cold War when the former 
Soviet Union crumbled in 1991.  It was, even 
then, understood widely among national secu-
rity specialists that terrorism would become 
a major, if not the primary, threat the United 
States would confront in the future.

Mapping terrorism to Aron’s statement of the 
challenge civilization confronts, i.e., substitut-
ing terrorism for guerilla warfare as noted 
above, terrorists aim to exploit the agony of 
“individual insecurity.”  A government that 
cannot dispel such agony faces de-legitima-
tion, for failure to discharge its twin bedrock 
functions: provide for the common defense 
and preserve domestic tranquility.

Modern, free civil society requires certain 
levels of condence to function: foremost 
is an acceptable level of safety—including 
protection from terrorist acts.  Social and 
economic intercourse is ultimately paralyzed 
absent security.  Free societies require an 
added kind of security: that essential liberties 
are preserved and protected.  But liberties 
cannot survive without order: in times of anar-
chy people will turn to Thomas Hobbes, not 
John Locke, for guidance.

Information technology (IT) can help recon-
cile the security/liberty dilemma that perpetu-
ally bedevils free societies.  What strategies 
might best defeat our terrorist adversaries and, 
in particular, what role can IT play in helping 
win the war to which the world’s civilized 
peoples have been so brutally summoned?  IT 
can play a potentially decisive role in deter-
mining the outcome of the conict.

September 11, 2001 will, in American 
history, “live in infamy” as surely 
as did December 7, 1941.  And our 

response to the challenge posed by the 
atrocities of September 11 must match—in 
effectiveness, not scale (post-industrial war 
involves highly specialized human and mate-
rial resources)—that of the “Greatest Genera-
tion” in response to the slaughter of Decem-
ber 7.  It has been said that America and 
its allies face a new kind of challenge, and 
in some sense this is indeed true.  Never 
before could sub-national groups so plausibly 
threaten the hideous harm that bio-weapons, 
let alone nuclear devices, can inict.  Yet sub-
nationals—especially, the most dangerous 
groups—are generally supported by states, 
and in this more fundamental sense the chal-
lenge is not new.

The dilemma facing us was best captured 
nearly half a century ago by one of the 20

th
 

century’s greatest political philosophers, the 
late Frenchman Raymond Aron.  He assessed 
the twin threats of nuclear and guerilla war-
fare—for today’s context terrorism may fairly 
be substituted for guerilla warfare, despite 
technical differences between the two.  Wrote 
Aron:

Let us have the courage to admit that 
the fear of war is often the tyrant’s 
opportunity, that the absence of war, 
that is of open conict between legally 
organized political units, is not enough 
to exclude violence between individ-
uals and groups.  Perhaps we shall 
look back with nostalgia to the days 
of “conventional” wars when, faced 
with the horror of guerilla warfare and 
the atomic holocaust, the peoples of 
the world submit to a detestable world 
order provided it dispels the agonies 
of individual insecurity and collective 
suicide.

1

What Insecurities 
Must We Dispel?
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Today’s terrorist adversaries have already 
inicted the most grievous mainland casual-
ties the US has seen since the Civil War.  The 
risk of far worse—in the form of nuclear, bio-
logical or chemical strikes—means that even 
a small probability must be taken seriously, 
with counter-measures implemented as soon 
as possible.  Consider the magnitude of the 
task: Every day in the US truckers alone carry 
770,000 shipments of hazardous materials.  In 
all, there are 80 million trucks in the US.  
Add 130 million automobiles and 5,000 air-
craft.

2
  Throw in 2,800 power plants, 190,000 

miles of natural gas pipelines, nearly 600,000 
bridges, 463 skyscrapers, and 20,000 miles 
of borders.

3
  Our borders are crossed—

daily—by 1.3 million people, more than 
50,000 trucks and containers, 2,660 aircraft, 
348,000 vehicles and 520 vessels.

4
  For icing 

on the cake, top off the list with several hun-
dred thousand ofce buildings.

5

Shipping vulnerabilities are particularly 
vexing.  In 1999 more than 2 billion tons 
of goods entered American ports.

6
  In 2000, 

America’s more than 100 seaports handled 
more than 33 million containers in 2000 (up 
from only 8 million in 1980); according to 
one expert, checking every container reaching 
American ports would entail clearing a box 
every 20 seconds.

7
  Rendering the task even 

more nightmarish is that international ship-
ping cargoes typically travel through many 
insecure ports from origin to nal destination.  
Worse, ship owners whose vessels face of-
cial inquiry change ags of convenience—
“ag hopping” to a new registry.

8
  British and 

American ofcials are now hunting for 20 
ships comprising bin Laden’s terrorist eet; 
one suspect ship was seized December 21.

9

And what resources do we have to watch 
all this, besides traditional federal and state 
law enforcement?  The Immigration and Nat-
uralization Service has 2,000 agents to police 
303 ofcial points of entry and 95,000 miles 
of shoreline; the Postal Service has 1,900 
inspectors to watch 680 million pieces of mail 
daily.

10
  The Coast Guard has approximately 

35,000 personnel to watch 11,900 miles of 
waterways.

11
  Do not envy them their task.  

But, fortunately, help is on the way.

As it happens there are technologies of vast 
promise just coming to fruition as economi-
cally viable products that can help detect dan-
gerous materials, and do so in a minimally 
intrusive way.  In a recent edition of his news-
letter, technology maven Peter Huber, senior 
fellow at the Manhattan Institute, described 
one: millimeter waves, embedded in spe-
cialized microprocessors (called MMICs—
Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits), 
can signicantly improve homeland security 
in ways minimally intrusive of personal pri-
vacy and civil liberties.  He stated: “The 
MMIC will emerge, alongside the micropro-
cessor IC, as one of two critical technologies 
that will rebalance the asymmetries of conict 
in the high-tech versus low-tech clashes of the 
twenty-rst century.”

12
  Huber elaborated on 

this theme in a brilliant address to the Gilder/
Forbes Telecosm V conference in November, 
identifying functions MMIC-enabled devices 
would need to perform, with surveillance and 
sensing foremost among them, in the context 
of homeland security.  The war against terror 
could, in Huber’s tart phrase, become one pit-
ting “our silicon versus their sons.”

13

Homeland Security: 
The Exposed Frontier

Homeland Security: 
The Info-Tech Ace in the Hole
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Networking diverse databases and applying 
data mining software can yield valuable, 
timely data.  MIT researchers have developed 
software that monitors emergency room traf-
c at hospitals, searching for patterns of 
symptoms that show uncommonly large num-
bers of patients infected with designated 
pathogens.

20
  MIT is also working on an 

“intelligent city” concept, in which sensors 
embedded in infrastructure are linked to data-
bases that would direct emergency response 
per real-time information.

21
  Homeland Secu-

rity Director Tom Ridge has stated that the 
Bush Administration will build a health net-
work to link federal, state and local health 
ofcials, including a central clearinghouse for 
public health data.

22

Ridge is not alone.  Bush counter-cyber-terror 
chief Richard Clarke has proposed a separate 
government network (GovNet) to ensure sur-
vival of critical functions in the event of a 
widespread attack on the public networks.  
The Department of Defense requested private 
sector proposals for counter-terror technol-
ogy; by the December 23 deadline the Penta-
gon had received 12,085 submissions.

23

Such networks will need vast concentrations 
of processing power, bandwidth and stor-
age—orders of magnitude beyond today’s 
plant—to gather, transport and analyze voice, 
data and video, and yield real-time answers.  
Peter Huber provides an illustration of this: 
A single automated luggage scanner used in 
airports today would need a 200 megabit-per-
second connection to send data in real-time 
for analysis.

24
  This is 4,000 times a typical 

56-kilobit dial-up access speed, and over 100 
times faster than top-end DSL and cable links 
today.

25
  An airport with ve machines would 

need a gigabit link for real-time networking.  
Multiply this by all the facilities noted above, 
and there goes the “ber glut.”

Connecting the Dots: 
The Next Frontier for Networking

Other techno-aids are blossoming.  A com-
pany called Ancore has three surveillance 
products, already on the market, that use 
neutron scanning technology to detect contra-
band based upon its chemical composition, 
and without human operator intervention.

14
  

Emerging “bar code on a chip” technology 
will enable authentication of every package 
that enters the stream of commerce.  Packages 
without proper authentication can then be 
rejected.

15
  Face recognition technology is 

promising as a way to survey public places, 
and is already being tested in several air-
ports.

16
  

The ultimate security device may be the 
“Verichip” just unveiled by Applied Digital 
Solutions, an implanted identication chip 
that can transmit personal data to monitoring 
stations for medical, security and emergency 
purposes.

17
  Biometric implants will not likely 

win mass-market acceptance, given (legiti-
mate) privacy concerns.  But how about con-
ditioning release of terrorists convicted of 
lesser offenses upon their accepting remote 
police monitoring?

The National Security Agency uses a number 
of systems—most notably, Echelon, which 
purportedly can monitor 3 billion calls (voice, 
various kinds of data calls—fax, e-mail, 
etc.—and broadcast video), but its capability 
is not publicly known.  As one insider puts 
it, “anyone who knows about it won’t talk 
about it, and anyone who talks about it doesn’t 
really know about it.”

18
   But in February 2001 

NSA Director Michael Hayden acknowledged 
on 60 Minutes that his agency is “behind the 
curve” on surveying global telecommunica-
tions.

19
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As one example of a freedom less valuable, 
Silicon Valley legend Carver Mead stated at 
Telecosm V that he does not regard misrepre-
senting one’s identity as a fundamental right, 
and that thus biometric smart card authentica-
tion of all US residents is a proper step in 
enhancing homeland security.

28
  Authentica-

tion would have made September 11’s attacks 
less likely.  The IRS already knows where to 
nd readers of this e-letter; let terrorists enter 
the databases as well.

If we wish to maximize freedom from 
fear—one of FDR’s Four Freedoms—we will 
have to make some compromises.  We already 
have.  Those of us of a certain age remember 
the golden age of ying, the 1960s, when jets 
began ferrying us at high subsonic speeds and 
in unprecedented comfort, and when walking 
through an airport to board a domestic ight 
entailed no ID, baggage search or security 
check, no ritual posing of hilariously inane 
questions, no “wand” passes or pat-downs and 
no beeping metal detectors.  We accept loss of 
the golden ying years—never to return—as 
the price of greater ight safety.

Wartime exigency requires enhanced security 
measures, a matter justly worrisome in free 
societies.  Most infamous was the wholesale 
internment of Japanese-Americans in World 
War II, now universally condemned.  The 
most eloquent defense of civil liberties 
abridgement was offered by Abraham Lin-
coln, defending to Congress—on Indepen-
dence Day, 1861, no less—his decision to 
suspend the writ of habeas corpus shortly 
after commencement of the Civil War: “Are 
all the laws, but one, to go unexecuted, 
and the government itself to go to pieces, 
lest that one be violated?”

29
  Lincoln even 

prosecuted antiwar rebrand Clement Val-
landigham for encouraging Union soldiers to 
desert, famously saying in a letter to the New 
York Tribune defending his action: “Shall I 

Security, Privacy, 
Civil Liberties and Terrorism: 
Sorting the Wheat from Chaff

Even if all the above techno-measures were 
adopted, security would still be imperfect and 
thus penetrable.  But vulnerabilities can be 
signicantly reduced by multi-layered protec-
tion; multiple lines of defense yield higher 
reliability than any individual layer alone.  
It may still take 007 to stop the world’s 
Blofelds, but the vast majority of adversaries 
are less competent than Ian Fleming’s super-
Satans.

We are often warned that the terrorists will 
have won if we sacrice our liberties to pro-
cure safety.  And not without reason: Former 
CIA chief R. James Woolsey recently offered 
a chilling cautionary tale of government over-
reaching, based on his experience defending 
eight innocent Iraqi clients whom the govern-
ment sought to deport.  Government abuses 
led to appalling instances of prolonged incar-
ceration: one translator’s error left one client 
in jail for a year; cultural ignorance in parsing 
Kuwaiti names led prosecutors to wrongly 
infer another client’s intent to hide his iden-
tity, for which the man spent three years in 
jail.

26

But while government abuses are serious 
cause for concern, they do not justify accept-
ing the status quo of defense against terror, 
which nearly everyone realizes will not suf-
ce.  A trade-off between security and liberty 
will be hard, if not impossible, to avoid in 
wartime.

27
  We must ask: Which of our tradi-

tional freedoms are truly essential, and thus 
must be preserved at the end-game?
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shoot the simple-minded soldier boy who des-
erts while I must not touch a hair of a wily 
agitator who induces him to desert?”

30
  Could 

the Civil War restraints be imposed today?
 
Consider the following horric hypothetical 
(may it remain just that): A nuclear device is 
detonated in a major American city, causing 
over 100,000 deaths, leveling a mile or two 
of pricey downtown ofce space and render-
ing additional miles of real estate radioactive 
and therefore uninhabitable for decades.  How 
would the government respond?  Bet that mar-
tial law—at minimum locally and very pos-
sibly nationally—would be declared within 
24 hours.

Other free countries accept levels of surveil-
lance we have historically rejected.  Today’s 
visitor to London can expect to be captured 
in an average of 300 photos per day.  Many 
European countries require national ID cards.  
And now the US State Department plans to 
use digital imaging in connection with issuing 
visas.

31

No one wants to sacrice bedrock liberties—
e.g., speech, assembly, worship, due process, 
fair trial, self-defense, etc.  Intelligent, perva-
sive application of IT will require accepting 
less privacy than before.  But better to surren-
der modest amounts of traditional privacy and 
non-essential liberties, and thus avoid having 
to surrender far more freedom later, after a 
mega-death terrorist catastrophe.  A govern-
ment that goes to heroic lengths to protect the 
Tooth Cave pseudo-scorpion

32
 is entitled to do 

as much to protect innocent homo sapiens.

Broadly speaking, from among many possible 
futures civilized societies face, two may best 
bound the range of outcomes: England and 
Israel.  Despite security intrusions due to a 
30-year terror campaign by the IRA, the Eng-
lish manage to live day-to-day much as they 
did before, enduring sporadic terrorist acts.  
England is not free from terror, but fear does 
not rule their daily lives.  Israelis are not so 
fortunate.  Palestinian suicide bombers have 
made Israel a garrison state under constant 
siege.  Israeli life has been radically disrupted, 
with security becoming an overwhelming pre-
occupation of the entire target population.

America can wind up on the English end of 
the continuum (and Israel can as well).  By 
deploying ubiquitous, networked information 
technology the US can take positive steps 
towards reaching England’s near normalcy.  
We cannot totally eradicate terrorism in all its 
forms.  But if we destroy the most dangerous 
actors and contain the rest, we can live free 
and prosperous lives, with fears of terrorist 
attacks once again reduced to a probability we 
regard as remote.  Such a collective societal 
sense of security is vital to sustain our essen-
tial liberties.

Information technology has a vital role to play 
in enhancing homeland security, while mini-
mizing loss of liberty.  A “surveillance soci-
ety” must be safe—and free.

America’s Future: 
Not Terror-Free, but Fear-Free?
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